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Personas

Upturn provides the end users the ability to
create and plan stock market portfolios on
their own.
 
Core to this is the AI/ML based stock
recommendation which provides insights on
when to "Buy" or "Sell" a stock within a
portfolio.
 
These recommendations cater to different
personas of a stock investor

Portfolio Simulation

Enables users to create multiple portfolios

by choosing different stocks into a portfolio

either through a stock screener or directly

adding stocks into a custom portfolio.

 

The user can then compare different

portfolios by seeing how the portfolio

performed historically based on simulation

on the various portfolio metrics. 
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Add Favorites

Add all your favorites stocks in a special
page called My Favorites to quickly check for
any updated recommendations for them

Know how it works
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Know how it works

Stock Screener

Stock Screener enables the user to shortlist

stocks based on specific criteria including

Upturn Star Rating, Personas, and simulated

Historic performance and browse through

stocks based on the criteria before adding

them to a portfolio us.

Download Upturn App

Get the Upturn mobile app for AI
based stock predictions 
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Note: This website is maintained by Upturn Corporation, which is an investment adviser registered with
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  Such registration does not imply a certain level of skill or
training.  Investing in securities has risks.  Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.  No
assurance is provided as to any particular investment return, and you may lose money using our services.
 You are strongly advised to consult appropriate counsel before making any investments in companies
you learn about through our services. You should obtain appropriate legal, tax, investment, accounting
and other advice that takes account of your investment portfolio and overall financial situation. You are
solely responsible for conducting due diligence on a potential investment. We do not effect trades for
you. You will select your own broker through which to transact.  Investments are not FDIC insured, they
are not guaranteed, and they may lose value.Please see Privacy Policy,
Terms of Use and Form ADV  for more information.
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